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Abstract

X-band Synthetic Aperture Radars (X-SARs), able to image the Earth’s surface at met-
ric resolution, may provide a unique opportunity to measure rainfall over land with spa-
tial resolution of about few hundred meters, due to the atmospheric moving-target
degradation effects. This capability has become very appealing due to the recent5

launch of several X-SAR satellites, even though several remote sensing issues are
still open. This work is devoted to: (i) explore the potential of X-band high-resolution
detection and retrieval of rainfall fields from space using X-SAR signal backscatter-
ing amplitude and interferometric phase; (ii) evaluate the effects of spatial resolution
degradation by precipitation and inhomogeneous beam filling when comparing to other10

satellite-based sensors. Our X-SAR analysis of precipitation effects has been carried
out using both a TerraSAR-X (TSX) case study of Hurricane “Gustav” in 2008 over Mis-
sissippi (USA) and a COSMO-SkyMed (CSK) X-SAR case study of orographic rainfall
over Central Italy in 2009. For the TSX case study the near-surface rain rate has been
retrieved from the normalized radar cross section by means of a modified regression15

empirical algorithm (MREA). A relatively simple method to account for the geometric
effect of X-SAR observation on estimated rainfall rate and first-order volumetric effects
has been developed and applied. The TSX-retrieved rain fields have been compared
to those estimated from the Next Generation Weather Radar (NEXRAD) in Mobile (AL,
USA). The rainfall detection capability of X-SAR has been tested on the CSK case20

study using the repeat-pass coherence response and qualitatively comparing its sig-
nature with ground-based Mt. Midia C-band radar in central Italy. A numerical simula-
tor to represent the effect of the spatial resolution and the antenna pattern of TRMM
satellite Precipitation Radar (PR) and Microwave Imager (TMI), using high-resolution
TSX-retrieved rain images, has been also set up in order to evaluate the rainfall beam25

filling phenomenon. As expected, the spatial average can modify the statistics of the
high-resolution precipitation fields, strongly reducing its dynamics in a way non-linearly
dependent on the rainrate local average value.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays global climate change is of increasing importance both for public opinion,
the scientific community, and for its implications on the global economy and life of
Earth’s inhabitants. From this perspective, a better understanding of the physics of
atmospheric processes is required to develop realistic numerical models for analysis5

and weather forecasting. Precipitation plays a fundamental role within the Earth water
cycle and physical hydrology analyses (Dingman, 2002).

Current weather forecast models require high spatial resolution data to be assimi-
lated (Masunaga et al., 2008). Traditional spaceborne passive radiometers have pro-
vided global spatial and temporal coverage of precipitation, but they are limited to a10

spatial resolution of tens of kilometers which tends to wash out convective rain cells and
clusters (e.g., Marzano et al., 2002; Tapiador et al., 2004). Moreover, their sensitivity
to shallow stratiform rainfall over land is relatively poor at lower microwave frequencies,
whereas at higher frequencies observations in presence of frozen hydrometeors are af-
fected by many ambiguities (Bennartz and Petty, 2001). A well-known example of pas-15

sive microwave radiometer is the TRMM Microwave Imager (TMI) aboard the Tropical
Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM) satellite. Higher resolution could be obtained
by infrared radiometers, but infrared radiance is almost saturated by the presence of
precipitating clouds within the observed scene (Tapiador et al., 2004). Spaceborne
radar operating at Ku-band (i.e. about 2 cm wavelength) can avoid some of these limi-20

tations (Marzano et al., 2002). An example of such a radar is the Precipitation Radar
(PR) aboard the TRMM satellite. It has provided unprecedented precipitation measure-
ments over land (Iguchi et al., 2000), but it may miss or underestimate the intensity of
shallow precipitation or that from rain cells smaller than 4 km (Durden et al., 1998).

The high spatial resolution of Synthetic Aperture Radars (SARs) operating at X-band25

(i.e., about 3 cm wavelength) can provide new insights into the structure of precipitat-
ing clouds, and it may permit the observation of small precipitation cells at micro-alpha
scale between 0.2 and 2 km (Jameson et al., 1997; Melsheimer et al., 1998). The
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possibility of observing rain cells by means of such sensors have been reported by
several authors (e.g. Weinman and Marzano, 2008; Danklmayer et al., 2009; Chan-
drasekar and Fritz, 2009). Indeed, the nominal spatial resolution of SAR (on the order
of meters) is degraded by the turbulent motion of the falling hydrometeors (on the order
of hundreds of meters) due to the broadening of the Doppler-frequency spectrum with5

respect to filters used in fixed-target imaging (Atlas and Moore, 1987). The surface
backscattering signal amplitude is mainly affected by rain path attenuation, but it may
also depend on the volumetric backscattering of ice hydrometeors (e.g., Weinman and
Marzano, 2008; Danklmayer et al., 2009). The received signal phase is influenced by
water vapor and liquid hydrometeor distribution through their effect on the atmospheric10

refractivity and related path delay (Quegan and Lamont, 1986). The slant observation
geometry makes the X-SAR atmospheric signature interpretation fairly cumbersome.

Current interest in spaceborne X-SAR measurements is demonstrated by several
mission projected or in advanced deployment such as TerraSAR-X (TSX), launched
on 2007 by the Deutsches Zentrum fur Luft und Raumfahrt (DLR) (Buckreuss et al.,15

2003), and the Constellation of Small Satellites for Mediterranean basin Observations
(COSMO-SkyMed or CSK), developed by the Agenzia Spaziale Italiana (ASI) (Coletta
et al., 2007). Three of these CSK satellites are already aloft, and the fourth will be
launched within 2010. This technological scenario, destined to be further expanded,
represents a great jump since the launch of the SIR-C/SAR-X mission in 1994, which20

provided the first X-SAR observations from space (e.g., Jameson et al., 1997).
In previous studies, we have developed theoretical and numerical models of the

spaceborne X-SAR response to precipitation systems, characterized by liquid and
frozen hydrometeor spatial distributions (Weinman and Marzano, 2008; Marzano and
Weinman, 2008; Weinman et al., 2009; Marzano et al., 2009). There are still open25

issues related to further explore the potential of X-band high-resolution detection and
retrieval of rainfall fields by exploiting X-SAR received signal co-polar amplitude and
phase, and to evaluate the effects of spatial resolution degradation and inhomoge-
neous beam filling by precipitation. Near-surface rain rate can be retrieved from the
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X-SAR backscatter coefficient using an empirically-based parametric regression tech-
nique, but both geometrical and volumetric effects need to be taken into account in a
more effective way. Rainfall detection capability of X-SAR may be also tested using the
repeat-pass coherence response to isolate the possible correlation degradation due to
the precipitation field.5

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we will introduce: (i) TSX and CSK
systems together with the basics of the X-SAR response interpretation; (ii) TMI and PR
sensor specifications; (iii) weather radars used as ground “truth” data. In Sect. 3 two
case studies will be analyzed and discussed. Within the TSX case study an improved
empirically-tuned formula to retrieve rainfall rates from X-SAR signal attenuation will be10

presented. Repeat-pass coherence maps will be discussed to detect rainfall signature
over land in central Italy. In Sect. 4 we will perform a quantitative analysis of atmo-
spheric effects on spaceborne X-SAR rain rate estimation in terms of spatial resolution
degradation and non-uniform beam filling. In Sect. 4, conclusions will be drawn.

2 Available space-based and ground-based data15

Data sources and features will be briefly discussed together with the satellite-based
and ground-based imagery available for the considered case studies.

2.1 X-SAR satellite data

The TerraSAR-X is an Earth observation satellite from DLR in partnership with EADS
Astrium GmbH, designed to provide high-quality topographic information for commer-20

cial and scientific applications. The TerraSAR-X instrument is a 384-element active
phased array X-band system with a centre frequency of 9.65 GHz (Buckreuss et al.,
2003). The TSX satellite circles the Earth in a nearly polar orbit at approximately
514 km altitude with a flight speed of 7.6 km/s, and with a repetition rate of 11 days
(due to electronic pointing agility, a 2.5-day revisit time can be achieved). Four modes25
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of operations are foreseen, both at single polarization and at dual polarization, sup-
porting both co-polar observations (HH, VV) and cross-polar ones (HV, VH), with an
incident angle θ between 20 ◦ and 55 ◦. The TSX acquires digital radar images, with res-
olution up to 1 m at the Earth’s surface. When the target moves, such as precipitation
(characterized by the advection of a turbulent flow of size-dependent falling particles),5

the X-SAR nominal resolution and geolocation could be significantly affected (Atlas
and Moore, 1987), (Weinman et al., 2009). In typical rainfall situations the along-track
resolution may degrade to ∼135 m and the cross-track one to ∼676 m.

The COSMO-SkyMed (COnstellation of small Satellites for the Mediterranean basin
Observation) is an Earth observation satellite system, funded by the Italian Ministry of10

Research and Ministry of Defence and conducted by the Italian Space Agency (ASI),
intended for both military and civilian use (Covello et al., 2010). The space segment of
the CSK system includes four medium-sized satellites equipped with Synthetic Aper-
ture Radar (SAR) sensors with global coverage of the planet. Observations of an area
of interest will be repeated several times a day in all-weather conditions. The four15

satellites are planned for most sun-synchronous polar orbits, phased at 90 ◦ and at
an altitude of 619 km with an orbit period of 97 min. The expected operating life of
each satellite is estimated in 5 years. The first satellite COSMO-1 was launched at
22:34 GMT, on 8 June 2007, whereas COSMO-2 at 02:31:42 GMT on 9 December
2007 and COSMO-3 at 02:38 GMT on 25 October 2008, with COSMO-4 expected in20

2010. Four modes of operations are foreseen with different resolution and coverage
(i.e., Spotlight, Stripmap, Polarimetric, Scansar); those at single polarization supports
both co-polar observations (HH, VV) and cross-polar ones (HV, VH), whereas the Po-
larimetric mode provides dual polarized radar returns. Incident angles θ is between
20 ◦ and 55 ◦ and spatial resolution goes from 100 m for the ScanSAR mode down to25

1 m for the Spotlight mode.
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2.2 TRMM satellite data

The Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) is a joint mission between the USA
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the Japanese National
Space Development Agency (NASDA). The objectives of TRMM are to measure rainfall
and energy (i.e., latent heat of condensation) exchange of tropical and subtropical5

regions of the world (Kummerow et al., 1998). The primary rainfall instruments on
TRMM are the TRMM Microwave Imager (TMI), the Precipitation Radar (PR), and the
Visible and Infrared Radiometer System (VIRS). The space segment of TRMM is a
satellite in a 350-km circular orbit with a 35 ◦ inclination angle.

For our analysis we are mainly interested in the microwave instruments. The TMI is10

a nine-channel passive microwave radiometer at 10.65 GHz (Vertical V and horizontal
H polarization), 19.35 GHz (V and H), 21.3 GHz (V), 37.0 GHz (V and H), 85.5 GHz (V
and H) which grant a beam effective field-of-view (EFOV) of 63×37, 30×18, 23×18,
16×9 and 7×5 km2, respectively. EFOV is the effective area swept by the antenna
beam during the integration time. The PR is a radar consisting of a 128-element active15

phased array system operating at 13.8 GHz. Its swath width is 215 km, the horizontal
resolution (at nadir) is 4.3 km and the range resolution is 0.25 km. It observes along
the cross-track direction, within a scan angle of ±17◦.

2.3 Ground-based weather radar

Due to their spatial and temporal coverage, operational ground-based Weather Radars20

(WRs) offer good opportunities to compare space-borne X-SAR imagery with precipi-
tation ground-based measurements. Matching satellite and ground measurements is
a difficult task due to spaceborne X-SAR frequency characteristics, the limited orbit
duty-cycle, the relative small swath and the high spatial resolution.

The Next Generation Weather Radar (NEXRAD) network assures significant cover-25

age of the whole USA with an acquisition time of the order of 5 min. This network is
composed of Doppler radars designated Weather Surveillance Radar 1988 Doppler
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(WSR-88D) (Fulton et al., 1998) which operates at S-Band horizontal polarization, and
since mid 2008 it has been providing PPI data with a sample size of 250 m in range
and 0.5 ◦ in azimuth (“Super-Resolution”). WSR-88D measurements are corrected for
artifacts such as beam blockage, anomalous propagation and profile inhomogeneity,
but residual errors may affect the estimated rainfall fields.5

Data from the C-band Mt. Midia radar in central Italy have been also used (Picciotti et
al., 2008). The Mt. Midia single-polarization weather radar is located at about 1700 m
with an antenna beamwidth of 1.6 ◦ and a robust data quality control. Measurements
are taken every 15 min with a spatial radial resolution of 250 m and azimuth angular
resolution of 0.5 ◦. Four elevation angles are usually acquired during an entire volume10

scan.
Rain rate R [mm/h] measurements are obtained from WR reflectivity Z mm6/m3

using a Z-R relation similar to Marshall-Palmer: the standard NEXRAD relation is
Z=300 R1.4 (Fulton et al., 1998), whereas for the Mt. Midia it is locally calibrated
through rain-gauge networks (Picciotti et al., 2008). This kind of measurements may be15

subject to large systematic and random errors mainly due to the variability of drop size
distributions which can be partially estimated only by using polarimetric radar systems
(Marzano et al., 2008, and Ryzhkov et al., 2005), so that typical errors in the estimate
of rainfall may exceed 50% (Fulton et al., 1998).

3 Case studies20

With respect to a nadir-looking radar, the radar resolution volume of a side-looking
radar, such as a SAR, is always represented by a slant slice of the atmosphere includ-
ing the ground-range surface pixel. To model the X-SAR received Normalized Radar
Cross Section (NRCS) in the presence of precipitation, we need to take into account
both the two-way attenuation of surface NRCS due to rainfall and the atmospheric vol-25

ume reflectivity. The NRCS for each cross-track pixel of the observed scene can be
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formally described by the sum of two terms (e.g., Weinman and Marzano, 2008):

σSAR(x)=σsrf(x)+σvol(x) (1a)

with{
σsrf(x)=σ0(x)exp

(
−2

∫∞
0 k [x(z)]dz/cosθ

)
σvol(x)=

∫∞
0 η[x(z)]exp

(
−2

∫∞
z k

[
x′(z′)

]
dz′/cosθ

) (1b)

where x is the cross-track ground coordinate, z the altitude, σsrf is the co-polar5

backscattering NRCS from the surface, attenuated by the two-way path through the
precipitating atmosphere, σvol is the volume co-polar backscattering NRCS, due to the
ice, melted and liquid hydrometeor reflectivity weighted by the two-way path attenua-
tion through the intervening precipitation, σ0 is the surface backscattering coefficient,
k is the co-polar specific attenuation, η the co-polar volumetric reflectivity, and θ is the10

incidence angle (with respect to the surface normal).
Two case studies are considered here, related to rainfall observations from TSX and

CSK platforms. These case studies are introduced to show how X-SAR backscattering
coefficient amplitude is suitable for rainfall content retrieval, whereas the use of the
X-SAR interferometric phase may be exploited for precipitation detection.15

3.1 Hurricane “Gustav” observed from TSX, TRMM and WR

For our analysis we have considered a case study over Mississippi centered at about
30.5◦ N×89.5◦ W, acquired by TerraSAR-X on 2 September 2008 12:00 UTC (from
11:58:44 to 11:59:06 UTC). The same scene was observed by the ground-based
NEXRAD weather radar (WR), located in Mobile (AL) with a time difference of about20

1 min (acquisition started at 11:59:44 UTC). For this case study, no TSX “background
image” was available to show the same scene without rainfall in order to better sepa-
rate the contribution of the surface background. The selected area was observed by
TRMM at about 15:30 UTC; from the radio-sounding performed in Birmingham (AL) at
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12:00 UTC, we have estimated that the freezing level height was about 4.5 km. The
selected case study refers to the passage of Hurricane “Gustav” over Louisiana and
Mississippi northwestward, moving at an average velocity of 24 km/h, delivering torren-
tial rains to the central gulf coast of the USA (e.g. Larto Lake, LA, reported a rainfall
total accumulation of 533.4 mm).5

TSX data were available in ScanSAR horizontally-polarized mode and obtained as
Level-1b Multi-look Ground Detected (MGD) format (Buckreuss et al., 2003). The MGD
format presents a reduced speckle, due to the six-looking averaging, and is obtained
by a simple polynomial slant-to-ground projection in range using WGS84 ellipsoid and
an average constant terrain height; the choice to avoid automatic terrain corrections10

reduces the circumstance of removing rainfall signatures being the latter potentially
confused with topographic effects. The resolution of TSX ScanSAR image on ground is
about 18×18 m2. TSX data have been calibrated using the annotation and geo-location
data set provided with the TerraSAR-X Level-1b package. Colocated NEXRAD WR
data were available in terms of Level-II horizontally-polarized radar reflectivity factor Z15

with a spatial resolution of about 0.25 km in range and 0.5◦ in azimuth and nominal
coverage radius of about 209 km.

A pre-processing procedure is necessary to compare TSX and WR data, due to dif-
ferences in their spatial coverage and resolution. Both images have been co-registered
and degraded through an appropriate moving-average filter at the resolution of about20

500 m and down-sampled at about 500 m. Spatial features are consistent with the
effective resolution obtainable from X-SAR processing techniques applied to incoher-
ent moving targets, such as precipitation (e.g., Marzano et al., 2010). Finally, TSX and
WR have been projected adopting an Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinate
system.25

The considered case study was first analyzed in Marzano et al. (2010). In the latter
paper, a regressive empirical algorithm (REA) for X-SAR rainfall retrieval was applied,
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having the following power-law expression:

R̂REA(x)=ae
[
σ0

dB(x)−σSARdB(x)
]be

=ae∆σ
be

SARdB
(x) (2)

where x is a point on the cross-track direction, σ0
dB (dB) is the background NRCS,

σSARdB (dB) is the TSX retrieved NRCS such that ∆σSARdB =σ0
dB −σSARdB is positively

defined. The criterion ∆σSARdB > 0 is assumed to be a rain detection rule and its5

accuracy strongly depends on the knowledge of background σ0
dB. In Eq. (3) RREA is

the estimated rain rate (mm/h); ae and be are two empirical parameters that we have
determined to be respectively 3.37 and 1.55 supposing an average background σ0

dB
equal to −7.9 (dB), obtained from the mean of the surrounding non-raining pixels in the
same X-SAR image with a standard deviation of about 1 dB (Marzano et al., 2010).10

The X-SAR side-viewing geometry introduces a characteristic pattern of the ob-
served NRCS due to the increasing attenuation path as the incident radar ray moves
within the precipitation cell from near to far ranges (e.g., Weinman and Marzano, 2008).
This deformation is such that the X-SAR tends to underestimate rainfall intensity at the
near-range edges and to overestimate it at the far-range edges with a fictitious broad-15

ening of the rainfall footprint. In order to take these geometrical effects into account, we
have modified the retrieval formula Eq. (3) by introducing a factor fG(x) that accounts for
the location of a pixel with respect to the edge cell. Moreover, for heavy rainfall intensity
the model of Eq. (3) tends to underestimate the volumetric backscattering contribution
σvol, as in Eq.(1); this effect may be partially corrected by a first-order approach. The20

new formulation of the X-SAR modified regressive empirical algorithm (MREA), briefly
derived in the Appendix, becomes:

R̂MREA(x)=


[
∆σSARdB(x)+bv∆σ

cv
SARdB

(x)
a

]1/b[
1

(x−x0)

]ce
x0+ε≤x≤x0+w

0 otherwise
(3)

where the parameters a,b,bv , cv and ce are regressive coefficients, obtained by least-
square regression analysis and estimated to be, respectively, 0.0089, 2.4595, 0.1216,25
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3.8979 and −0.0230. The parameter ε in Eq. (4) is introduced to prevent the singularity
in x = x0 and is usually equal to few pixels in the ground range. The previous Eq. (4)
applies to all the TSX pixels where ∆σSARdB ≥1 taking into account the σ0

dB background
uncertainty. The parameter x0 is the near-range edge of the rain cloud with w its
cross-track width, derived from measured NRCS cross-track curve such that ∆σSAR5

intersects the threshold value. Note that in order to empirically tune Eq. (4) with ground
reference, WR rain rate estimates have been obtained by inverting the Z-R relation:

R̂WR(x)=
[
Z(x)/ar

]br (4)

where Z is the measured reflectivity factor (mm6m−3), RWR is the estimated rain rate
(mm/h), ar = 300 and br = 1.4, in case of a NEXRAD standard relation (note that in10

Marzano et al., 2010, the Marshall-Palmer Z-R was used instead).

3.2 Orographic precipitation observed from CSK and WR

A case study in Central Italy has been selected by accessing to the archive of Mt. Midia
C-band WR data (Picciotti et al., 2008). The covered area is affected by both western
and eastern fronts coming from the Atlantic Ocean and Siberia, respectively. Oro-15

graphic precipitation plays a crucial role due to the Appennine range (up to nearly
3000 m). Mesoscale Convective Systems (MCS) may develop within the area with
cluster organized cells during late summer and early fall, very often causing localized
hailstorms.

Whilst in the previous case study we have concentrated on the analysis of the20

backscattering amplitude coefficient, in this case we have exploited the CSK multi-
platform constellation to evaluate the temporal interferometric response of X-SAR mea-
surements to rainfall areas. It is well known in literature that the atmosphere produces
phase delay on the SAR signal, which is composed by two main contributes, iono-
spheric and tropospheric (e.g., Quegan and Lamont, 1986). The refractivity of air in-25

troduces uncertainties in the time of arrival of the microwave signal due to the bending
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and slowing along the propagation path. The ionospheric effect is inversely propor-
tional to the square of the radar frequency in the microwave part of the spectrum,
so that lower frequencies could be more affected by the path delay, particularly near
the geomagnetic equator and poles (Massonnet and Feigl, 1998). Conversely, at mi-
crowave frequencies the tropospheric unpredictable effect on path delay is essentially5

due to water vapor content and cloud hydrometeors, the former being spectrally non-
dispersive, whereas the latter is strongly frequency-dependent (and fairly significant at
frequencies above C band). The phase delay in the clear troposphere consists of hy-
drostatic and wet components. Although the latter is smaller in magnitude (about 30 cm
on average at frequencies less than 10 GHz), it is far more spatially variable than the10

hydrostatic and ionospheric delays. In fact, changes in the distribution of water vapor
are associated with clouds, convection, and storms. In addition, variations resulting
from orographic, frontal, coastal, and seasonal gradients may be present.

In the presence of hydrometeors (such as fog, rain, hail, snow, and graupel) there is
a contribution to the path delay. Sohleim et al. (1999) computed path delays induced15

by rain, hail and snow at the Global Positioning System (GPS) carrier frequencies,
obtaining a path delay of about 6 mm for light rain of 20 mm/h (delay of 2 mm/km for
a nadir rain scale height of 3 km) up to 9 cm for heavy rain of 200 mm·h−1 (delay of
15 mm/km at L2 carrier for a rain scale height of 6 km). Based on analysis of two X-
SAR interferograms, Moissev and Hanssen (2003) showed that precipitation caused an20

enhanced signal delay, but the most probable explanation of this effect was an increase
in water vapor concentration due to partial evaporation of raindrops. Simulations at C
band and X band show that for 100 mm/h and 5 km nadir rain- scale height the two-
way range delay may be about 5 cm, whereas for 10 mm/h and 5 km nadir rain path
the two-way range delay is about 1 cm (Matricciani, 2009). Finally, if the hydrometeor25

concentration is such to produce a fluctuation of the refractive index, the latter could
cause a random phase error in the SAR signal, affecting the signal coherence (Quegan
and Lamont, 1986). Stemming from the above mentioned issues, the X-band SAR data
from COSMO-SkyMed mission and the interferometric coherence seem to be a way for
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detecting rain from a high resolution spaceborne radar imagery.
Concerning the raining event occurred on 18 May 2009 in a region close to L’Aquila

city (Italy), four COSMO-SkyMed images, acquired on four different days, have been
used. The acquisition dates are: 10 May 2009, 11 May 2009, 18 May 2009 and 27
May 2009, so that, among these data, only one concerns the precipitation event. The5

images are right descending, with a mean incidence angle of 36◦. They belong to
the same satellite track, thus being useful for interferometric purposes, and have a
geometric resolution of 2.2 m (both in slant range and azimuth).

The interferometric X-SAR complex coherence ρcoh feature between couples of X-
SAR images has been exploited in order to investigate whether this kind of precipitation10

event could be detected by X-band SAR data. The complex coherence (or correlation)
ρcoh is defined as (e.g., Burgmann et al., 2000):

ρcoh(x,y)=
<s1(x,y)s∗2(x,y)>√

<s1(x,y)s∗1(x,y)><s2(x,y)s∗2(x,y)>
(5)

where s1 and s2 are the corresponding complex pixel values, and the angle brackets
indicate the expected value at the pixel of coordinates (x,y), estimated by spatial aver-15

aging. The coherence ρcoh is mostly influenced by the phase difference between radar
returns, a distinctive parameter measured by a coherent sensor, and is particularly
related to the spatial arrangement of the scatterers within the pixel and thus to their
possible displacements.

Zebker and Villasenor (1992) stated that the three main sources of SAR decorrela-20

tion are: spatial decorrelation (mostly related to the perpendicular baseline between
acquisitions), thermal decorrelation and temporal decorrelation, which accounts for
physical changes over the time period between two acquisitions. The temporal term
is the subject we want to investigate in order to understand if the rain event causes
changes in the interferometric coherence. Since it is not possible to estimate exactly25

the spatial and the thermal decorrelation, we can compute more than one interferogram
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trying to keep constant the contribution of the first two terms (spatial: same perpen-
dicular baseline; thermal: same antenna). In this way it is possible to single out the
temporal term by performing comparisons between the interferograms. Following this
idea, three interferograms, which have perpendicular baselines spanning from 160 to
180 m, have been computed, using the following couples of images: 10–11 May, 10–275

May and 11–18 May. Only the last interferogram includes the rain event.
The interferograms have been computed with a spatial resolution of about ∼ 23 m,

since a 10×10 multi-look processing was applied, in order to enhance the signal-
to-noise ratio. After the topographic-phase removal, the coherence feature has been
computed for each interferogram, using 5×5 pixels windows (∼ 115×115). The three10

geocoded phase coherence images, with a geometrical resolution of 130×130 m2,
are shown in Fig. 6a in an RGB color composition: 10–11 May 2009 (Red, hereafter
cc10−11), 10–27 May 2009 (Green, hereafter cc10−27) and 11–18 May 2009 (Blue, here-
after cc11−18). It is possible to see a yellow area (Red and Green are higher than Blue,
i.e., the phase coherence is larger for the couples without rain), which is probably the15

area affected by rain on 18 May. In Fig. 6b it is also shown the precipitation map of
the same area as observed by the C-band Mt. Midia weather radar in terms of reflec-
tivity factor Z . Note the maximum Z of about 45 dBZ, much less than the values up to
59 dBZ observed during the hurricane “Gustav” in Fig. 1.

As expected, the cc10−11 has an higher value, almost anywhere, with respect to20

cc10−27 and cc11−18, because it has only one day of temporal baseline. It is interesting
to note that, in the region where we suppose the presence of rain effects (the red re-
gion in Fig. 6c; Red= cc10−27, Green=Blue= cc11−18), cc10−27 has coherence values
higher with respect to those of cc11−18 including the rain event, despite the difference
between the temporal baselines (ten days).25

It is worth noting that the possible rain effect in Fig. 6a is eastward with respect to the
detected rain in Fig. 6b, because of the geometric acquisition of the SAR satellite, which
is right looking, descending orbit, with a looking angle of 36◦ with respect to the vertical.
The shift of the rain pattern is therefore perfectly coherent with the consideration that
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the pixels mostly affected by the rain event are those encountering more rain in the
sensor-target path.

4 Spatial variability of rainfall fields observed from space

The potential of X-SAR high-resolution rain field retrieval may be qualitatively appreci-
ated by spatially degrading TSX imagery taking into account the antenna pattern effect5

of the resolution-degraded sensor. Examples of inhomogeneous rain beam-filling can
be also analyzed in terms of spatial variability of the rain fields.

4.1 Effect of spatial-resolution degradation

In order to perform the analysis of spatial resolution impact, we have developed an
ad hoc numerical simulator. The algorithm receives an input map, at a known spatial10

resolution, and down-samples it to an output map at a desired resolution. The output
macro-pixel values are obtained by applying a spatial filter to all the input pixel values
corresponding to the same output macro-pixel. The filter may be either a rectangular
moving average or a Gaussian form with a box width or a standard deviation, respec-
tively, related to the half-power beamwidth of the sensor field-of-view (FOV). We have15

applied this numerical simulator to TSX data to simulate what TRMM-PR and TRMM-
TMI would have observed if those sensors had replaced the TSX antenna: we have
indicated these synthetic images as TSX-PR and TSX-TMI products.

As already mentioned, the considered linear resolution for TSX and WR is 0.5 km,
whereas that of TSX-PR is 4 km and that of TSX-TMI is 15 km, the latter being con-20

sidered as an approximation of the resolution of TMI channel at 37 GHz, and selected
as example of low-resolution data. Note that the subsequent discussion only regards
the geometric consequences due to reduced resolution and antenna pattern, whereas
the effects due to frequency-band difference are not considered (e.g., Marzano et al.,
2002).25
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These effects can be justified by noting that the sensor antenna spatial integration
tends to weaken rain peaks. The importance of the latter effect is clearly observable
from TSX-TMI map in Fig. 7, where the rain-field smoothing is so strong that some
WR-observed precipitation patterns are nearly diluted around zero.

The correlation of rainfall estimates between WR and TSX, TSX-PR, TSX-TMI can be5

analyzed with some more details. WR data have been processed by down-sampling
the rain-estimated image by a factor of 8 and 30, respectively, to yield TSX-PR and
TSX-TMI results. In case of TSX-PR spatial degradation, the correlation is 0.54, the
error bias is equal to 6.41 mm/h, the RMSEs are equal to about 36.78 mm/h and the
FRMSE is equal to 1.62. In case of TSX-TMI spatial degradation, the correlation is of10

0.09, the error biases is equal to −1.40 mm/h, the RMSEs is equal to about 17.48 mm/h
and the FRMSE is equal to 0.77. These numbers must be compared with those ob-
tained at TSX resolution, where the correlation is of 0.75, the error bias is equal to
−0.66 mm/h, the RMSE is equal to about 22.28 mm/h and the FRMSE is equal to 0.98.

4.2 Effects of non-uniform beam filling15

Beam filling is the systematic error introduced when the field-of-view (FOV) of the
spaceborne sensor is not filled with uniform rain and can lead to significant under-
estimation of rain rates (Kummerow, 1998). We can estimate the consequence of
inhomogeneous beam filling on TSX-PR and TSX-TMI by choosing two sample pixels,
the first one centered at about 31.38◦ N×89.33◦ W, and the second one centered at20

about 31.00◦ N×89.96◦ W. The first region is around the rain rate peak of the rainfall
map and it emphasizes the spatial degradation introduced on spatial resolution. The
second pixel, on the other hand, is a region corresponding to low rain rates within the
Hurricane “Gustav” rain-band.

For the two regions we have derived the occurrence histogram of WR rain rate within25

the pixel area, grouping the pixel by means of the down-sampling factor. The obtained
results are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. In these figures both PR-like and TMI-like are
shown; all plots present a red bar corresponding to the TSX-PR or TSX-TMI value for
the selected pixel.
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Figure 8 is relative to the rain peak area. The rain-rate for TSX-PR ranges from 70.71
to 282.61 mm/h, whereas for TSX-TMI from 4.99 to 292.79 mm/h. Within the macro-
pixel area, the rain rate variability is fairly high and for TSX-TMI most values are relative
to non-rain points with low values. This means that low-resolution spaceborne sensors
cannot follow the observed precipitation spatial variability and may introduce significant5

estimation errors with respect to the WR “ground truth”: in our case we have an error
maximum (in absolute value) of 170.97 mm/h for TSX-PR and 244.21 mm/h for TSX-
TMI. Satellite-based rainfall algorithm validation by rain gauges becomes problematic
in such conditions, due to the punctual nature of gauge measurements. Another effect
is due to sensor-antenna pattern: the retrieved rain rate from TSX-PR (111.64 mm/h)10

and TSX-TMI (48.58 mm/h) are lower than the simple mean of WR values (respectively
176.66 mm/h and 148.89 mm/h), because of the weighting (Gaussian) introduced by
the antenna pattern.

The same conclusions can be derived by Fig. 9 relative to the low rain-rate area: the
range of rain-rate values for TSX-PR is from 1.23 mm/h to 16.35 mm/h; for TSX-TMI15

the range of rain-rate values is from 0.63 mm/h to 35.54 mm/h. The maximum error (in
absolute value) is 10.48 mm/h for TSX-PR and 24.64 mm/h for TSX-TMI. The retrieved
rain rate from TSX-PR is 11.71 mm/h and from TSX-TMI is 10.90 mm/h while the simple
mean of WR values is, respectively, 8.79 mm/h and 18.09 mm/h.

The effect of the antenna pattern filtering is also shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Their20

bottom panels show the occurrence histogram of WR rain rates within the pixel area
after the Gaussian filtering which emulate the antenna pattern; pixel are grouped by a
down-sampling factor. In these plots the red line represents the central pixel value. In
Fig. 8 we can observe a compression of WR rain rate with respect to top-panel figures,
where the Gaussian filtering is not present, and the pixel value is nearer to the WR most25

probable value, represented by the histogram peak. However, the “observed” rain rate
distribution is very different from the “real” one: this is particularly evident on the TSX-
TMI histogram where all the non-rain points have almost disappeared. For the bottom
panel of Fig. 9 the conclusions are different: for TSX-PR it yields a compression of
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WR data with values are larger than WR “observed” values, whereas there is not such
compression for TSX-TM with values again larger than most WR rain rate values. It
is worth stressing that these results have been obtained by a sensor simulator where
a Gaussian filter has been applied to the pixel area without considering the antenna
side-lobe effects.5

5 Conclusions

The new generation of spaceborne X-SARs that operate nowadays may provide impor-
tant opportunities to measure rainfall over land with spatial resolution between a few
hundreds of meters and 1 km, even though several issues must still be addressed. An
analysis of two case studies, related to Hurricane “Gustav” on 2008 over Mississippi us-10

ing co-registered WR and TSX X-SAR data and nearly contemporary TRMM ones, and
to a Central Italy storm event observed by CSK in 2009, has shown: (i) a correlation
between WR reflectivity measurements and X-SAR measured NRCS; (ii) a correlation
between the X-SAR temporal coherence reduction and WR reflectivity field. Since SAR
side-looking observation of precipitation tends to introduce a geometrical deformation15

of the retrieved field, we have also suggested a modified regressive empirical model
to estimate rainfall rate from X-SAR whose comparison with WR estimates provides a
RMSE less than 25 mm/h for hurricane torrential rainfall. Using numerical spatial filters
to simulate the resolution of TRMM-PR and TRMM-TMI, it has been evaluated how
spatial resolution affects in a significant way not only the covered area (providing an20

attribution error), but also the retrieved measurements and the sensitivity to lower rain
rates, which are almost lost at lower resolutions.

The presented results are encouraging, even though more quantitative analyses are
necessary regarding the effects of spatial resolution degradation and inhomogeneous
beam filling of precipitation fields on physical hydrologic analyses. The suggested X-25

SAR rainfall retrieval algorithms need a systematic calibration and validation using sev-
eral case studies. Further developments are foreseen toward more sophisticated inver-
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sion methodologies, whereas better comprehension of spaceborne observed precipi-
tations can arise from the use of mesoscale cloud models coupled with SAR response
model and from the polarimetric capability of spaceborne X-SARs and ground-based
WR sensors. The proposed technique of X-SAR rainfall algorithm calibration uses
Weather Radar measurements. An appealing idea is to design a synergetic approach5

between X-SAR and geostationary weather satellites with the purpose to develop a
fully spaceborne framework for X-SAR Earth observations. These issues need to be
still investigated and will be the objective of future works.

Appendix A
10

Derivation of X-SAR modified regressive empirical algorithm

The retrieved heavy rainfall, using the REA inversion formula given by Eq. (3), usu-
ally appears to be underestimated when applied to X-SAR data (see Marzano et al.,
2010). Indeed, we may not be able to ignore the volume contribution to σSAR within
heavy rainfall as well as the geometric deformation of X-SAR slant-view observation.15

Suppose that we can assume to have an infinitely wide rain cloud where the X-SAR
NRCS is given by (e.g., Weinman and Marzano, 2008):

σSAR =σ0e−2k(z0/cosθ)+
ηcosθ

2k

[
1−e−2k(z0/cosθ)

]
(A1)

where k is specific attenuation, η is the volumetric reflectivity, z0 is freezing level, θ the
incident angle. We can rewrite Eq. (A1) as:20

σSAR =σ0e−2k(z0/cosθ)
[

1+
ηcosθ

2kσ0

(
e2k(z0/cosθ)−1

)]
(A2)

Taking the natural logarithm of Eq. (A2), we get:

lnσSAR = lnσ0−2k
(
z0/cosθ

)
+ ln

[
1+

ηcosθ

2kσ0

(
e2k(z0/cosθ)−1

)]
(A3)
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By also defining:

∆σSAR = lnσ0− lnσSAR =∆σSARdB/4.343 (A4)

and approximating:

ln
[

1+
ηcosθ

2kσ0

(
e2k(z0/cosθ)−1

)]
≈
ηz0

σ0
(A5)

we obtain:5

∆σSAR =2kz0/cosθ−ηz0/σ
0 (A6)

By posing k = aRb and η = cRd (Weinman and Marzano, 2008), we can write:

∆σSAR =ARb−BRd (A7)

where A and B are two proper coefficients, derived from Eq. (A6) or from empirical
least-square analysis. The previous equation can be further approximated at first-order10

by using Eq. (3) into the volumetric term to yield:

∆σSAR
∼=ARb−B[ae(4.343∆σSAR)be ]d (A8)

By inverting Eq. (A8), the rainfall inversion model may be expressed by:

R̂ ∼=
[
∆σ+

SARB[ae(4.343∆σSAR)be ]d

A

]1/b

(A9)

Note that setting B = 0 in Eq. (A9) gives a form that is the same as Eq. (3), but in-15

cluding the second term increases the large R values for a given ∆σSAR. Finally, in
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order to mitigate the geometrical error due to the X-SAR cross-track slant view, we can
introduce an empirical geometrical factor fG, expressed by:

fG(x)=
{[

1/(x−x0)
]ce x0+ε≤x≤x0+w

0 otherwise
(A10)

where w is the cross-track cell width (km) and x0 the point where the incident SAR ray
begins to intersect the cell (see Marzano and Weinman, 2008; Marzano et al., 2010).5

The small increment ε in Eq. (A10) is introduced to prevent the geometrical factor
fG(x) in Eq. (A10) from becoming infinite. This means that the final modified regressive
empirical algorithm (MREA) can be rearranged as follows:

R̂MREA(x)=

[
∆σSARdB(x)+bv∆σ

cv

SARdB
(x)

a

]1/b

fG(x) (A11)

where the parameters a,b, bv , cv and ce are unknown coefficients to be derived from10

an empirical regression analysis. The Eq. (A11) justifies the retrieval statistical para-
metric model, proposed in Eq. (4).
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Fig. 1. NEXRAD National Radar Reflectivity mosaic (in dBZ) on 2 September 2008 at
12:00 UTC. We can observe the signature of Hurricane “Gustav” covering Louisiana, Missis-
sippi and Arkansas.
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Fig. 2. TRMM observations over the selected case study of Louisiana and Mississippi, 2
September 2008 at 15:30 UTC. (Top panels) TRMM 1B11 brightness temperature (TB) prod-
uct relative to TMI channel 7 (37 GHz horizontal polarization, left), beam effective field-of-view
(EFOV) of 16×9 km2, and TMI channel 9 (85.5 GHz horizontal polarization, right) with a main-
beam EFOV of 7×5 km2. The convective cell indicated in Fig. 1 is near-fully imaged. (Bottom
panels) The TRMM 1C21 radar reflectivity (dBZ) product, relative to PR normal sample (left)
range bin 75, and PR rain oversample (right), range bin 16. Note that the PR swath is 220 km
wide (reduced in the oversampled product) and the range resolution is 0.25 km; TMI swath is
760 km wide. This image has been realized by using NASA/GSFC PPS Orbit Viewer.
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Fig. 3. Geographic representation of the NEXRAD reflectivity plan-position-indicator (PPI, in
dBZ) at 0.86◦ elevation angle, acquired by the S-band Weather Radar (WR) near Mobile (AL,
KMOB in figure) on 2 September 2008, at 12:00 UTC. The white bordered box, centered around
30.5◦ N×89.5◦ W, represents the scene of interest acquired by TerraSAR-X (TSX) around the
same time: within the box a 100 m resolution TSX quicklook is placed in arbitrary units. This
image has been produced by using NOAA NCDC Weather and Climate Toolkit, TSX preview
data and GoogleEarth software tools.
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Fig. 4. (Top) TSX calibrated NRCS (dB) for the selected case study in Fig. 1. TSX data
have been filtered and resampled to about 0.5 km resolution. (Bottom) Co-registered NEXRAD
reflectivity factor Z PPI (dBZ) at 0.86◦ elevation angle at the same resolution of 0.5 km.
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Fig. 5. (Top) TSX-estimated rain rate according to the regressive empirical algorithm (REA)
approach of Eq. (3), as suggested in Marzano et al. (2010), using TSX data of Fig. 4. (Bot-
tom) TSX-estimated rain rate according to the modified regressive empirical algorithm (MREA),
given in Eq. (4). For graphical purposes scales are equally saturated at 200 mm/h, even though
rain-rate values can be higher than 300 mm/h (see text).
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 6. Case study using CSK data over central Italy. (Left panel) Three geocoded phase
coherence images are shown in an RGB color composition: Red= cc10−11, Green= cc10−27
and Blue= cc11−18. (Right panel) Precipitation map of the same area as observed by the C-
band Mt. Midia weather radar in terms of reflectivity factor Z (dBZ). (Bottom panel). RGB
composite of two geocoded phase coherence images (Red= cc10−27, Green=Blue= cc11−18).
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Fig. 7. (Top left) Map of measured rain rate (mm/h) obtained by standard NEXRAD Z-R relation
of Eq. (5) on the WR reflectivity for the case study in Fig. 1. (Top right) Map of TSX estimated
rain rate (mm/h) obtained by MREA technique in Eq. (4). (Bottom left) Map of TSX-PR esti-
mated rain rate (mm/h) obtained by Eq. (4). (Bottom right) Map of TSX-TMI estimated rain rate
(mm/h) obtained by Eq. (4). TSX-PR and TSX-TMI data are obtained by reducing resolution of
the TSX data respectively at 4 km/pixel and 15 km/pixel and applying a Gaussian filter to emu-
late antenna pattern. TSX and WR input data are obtained from Fig. 4; note that for graphical
purposes scales are equally saturated at 200 mm/h, even though WR values can be higher
than 300 mm/h.
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Fig. 8. Effects of the inhomogeneous beam filling and antenna pattern on TSX-PR (TSX
spatial resolution reduced to that of PR) and TSX-TMI (TSX spatial resolution reduced to that
of TMI) rain rate estimation within the pixel area centered at about 31.38◦ N×89.33◦ W (high
precipitation area). The plots show the histogram of WR estimated rain rate (mm/h) within the
EFOV area, with (bottom) and without (top) the Gaussian filter which simulates the antenna
pattern. The red bars represent the corresponding TSX-PR and TSX-TMI estimated rain rates
(mm/h).
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Fig. 9. Effects of the inhomogeneous beam filling and antenna pattern on TSX-PR and TSX-
TMI rain rate estimation within the pixel area centered at about 31.00◦ N×89.96◦ W (low precip-
itation area). The plots show the histogram of WR estimated rain rate (mm/h) within the EFOV
area, with (bottom) and without (top) the Gaussian filter which simulates the antenna pattern.
The red bars represent the corresponding TSX-PR and TSX-TMI estimated rain rates (mm/h).
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